
DRAMA SCENE Term 2  LIVE Online & Interactive 

Years K-6 
 

Choose from 130 session slots across Term 2. 
 

What will suit your day? 
Choose when to play.| 

Choose how often to play. 
Drama Scene on Zoom continues playing the Drama Scene way! 

 

SSSh… This Term Drama Scene is hiding out at  Secret Superhero School headquarters 
Schools everywhere are changing, even this one, but SSSh! Secret Superhero School headquarters are testing new Students. 
Do you have what it takes to pass the Chair Of Distraction, to Reveal Your Hidden Superpower, to solve Riddles, to Improvise, 

to sort some scenes and special missions, to seek your SideKick and miss your Arch Rival, to “Act” like this is no ordinary day?  
 

 
 

Here is some feedback from families who tried 
Drama Scene LIVE Online ZOOM sessions over the holidays. 

 

“Thanks for today Steph - R. loved it.  
Its literally the most fun he has had in 4 weeks! 
If this week goes well for you I hope you might consider a term time offering as 
well?  
The interaction with other kids is so important at the moment and drama is such 
a great way for them to connect. 
Thanks! 
A.”   
 
“Hi Steph, 
Just wanted to say what a fabulous workshop this week it was for M., she really 
enjoyed it and gave her a lot of motivation to get up early enough each day!  
Thank you for your efforts in keeping M. engaged over the holidays! It's worked  
A treat, including us...lol! 
Will you be doing the classes in term online too!?  Fingers crossed that you do!  
Thanks Again 
S C “ 

45 minute SESSION SLOTS:  Before Home Learning - Daytimes - Afternoons - Weekends. 

Choose how many Term 2 Sessions: 5 Pack - 10 Pack - 15 Pack - 20 Pack. 

Information on our website or contact STEPH on 0407 235 914. 

            

www.dramascene.com.au 

http://www.dramascene.com.au/index.php/school-holidays/

